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GMP update 
The GMP reconciliation of Deferred, Pensioner and Active members continues and good progress is being made 

with over 370k members records investigated to date. Conflicts relating to service continue to be raised with 

HMRC and responses are being received.  Analysis on the responses is ongoing to determine which conflicts are 

now resolved and which require further investigation. 

Employer contact may be necessary in the future to aid with queries relating to service and National Insurance 

numbers. We remain aware of the need to keep Employer contact to a minimum and will ensure all other 

options have been exhausted. We will continue to provide updates via the Bulletin.  
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Latest News 
The latest policy updates and announcements about the scheme and the news that affects it:  

We've made updates to the MCR template  

Multi Academy Trust and Academy submission  

Contributions drop‐in session  

More News  
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Find us on social media to get the latest news and announcements from Teachers' Pensions 
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